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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Abstract: This research paper presents the study of Radio Frequency Identification System. 

In recent years, the scale of security with smart technology has become larger and larger, 

however, the traditional system slightly decreased. The proposed RFID system is comprised 

of the Arduino module with the MFRC 522 RFID Transreciever, the data card and the 

Ultrasonic sensor module. Proposed system is used to detect exact range of MFRC522 RFID 

and tag and shows the experimental study of the Radio Identification over a distance. The 

value of Passive RFID tag calculated for the further studies in this field.  
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Introduction : 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology has paying attention from both business 

and research district due to stumpy cost and effortless deployment. Besides the tag sticking 

object identification, the potential in fine-grained location services provides latest solutions to 

benefit supervision and tracking. For example, library supervision with millions of serene 

books as well as store management. The staffs at all times hope to locate trail the objects, or 

find the lost ones. Generally, the localization idea can be classified as static-reader with 

static-tags, static-reader with moving-tags (e.g. tracking pieces of luggage on conveyor belt), 

and moving-reader by static-tags (e.g. item positioning in warehouse). As for the technique 

concerned, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) process utilizes the concept of virtual spatial 

diversity. It has been twisted out to be a quite talented move toward UHF-RFID tag 

positioning, due to the lack of saddle on altering the hardware configuration, or requiring 

difficult hardware deployment. Firstly, the distances among antenna and tags inside the 

examination region are estimated based on ultra sonic distance measurement system. Then 

the comparative locations together with the distances and angles are obtained based on the 

geometry. Frequencies operable in RFID structure fit in low, high, ultra high and microwave 

recurrence. The frequencies depend upon the kind of use that is executed. closeness and 

Vicinity are two critical application areas where RFID advancement is used. Tracking and 

following applications are long range or surroundings applications. This growth gives extra 

value and favourable situation to thing verify. Controls to the application are short reach or 

closeness kind of use utilize in the current conditions. The planned structure can be utilize to 

identify the Distance of stationary RFID tag from side to side points and from first to last 

voltage levels to differentiate the force and the Vicinity for additional investigations here. 
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Literature Survey : 

Message range in passive radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a fence in the 

actual accomplishment of this expertise. Passive RFID tags power up by given that the 

limited RF energy transmitted by the transreciever, and exchanges a few words by future 

incident signal. This form of statement keeps developed costs below a few rupees per tag, but 

the fractional power accessible at the tag determines long-range functionality [1]. Radio 

frequency identification (RFID) innovation acquires huge applications region based 

administrations. In particular, super high recurrence label situating dependent on stage feature 

of exterior, because of its preferable situating exactness over mark strength-based strategies. 

By and big, like coordination’s, and dedicated stash management, on the whole instructions 

of the articles are drastically more pleasing than absolute situations with centimetre level [2]. 

A number of methods have been predictable in the current years for tag detection. In few 

cases it is not hopeful for the reader to be aware of all the tags. One of the reasons may be 

add to interpretation range among tag and the reader. Reading range depends on a figure of 

factors like the frequency of the radio influence used by the person who reads. The signal 

power of the transreceiver antenna, transmitting power production of the reader and the type 

of tags which is used in the system [3]. Range of Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) tags is a distinctive matter nowadays. Due to difficulty of 

such a surroundings, there is no valuable solution to the difficulty [4]. The special effects of 

UHF band radio-frequency identification (RFID) meddling are investigated in terms of the 

cross-examination range. RFID interference replica based on meddling statistics is described, 

and the basic cross checking of range of a required reader is derived by this system. primary 

interpretation range are determined for two important sorts of suppressed for example No 

battery RFID frameworks. Multiple frameworks require vast perusing range. In any case, 

more limited distance framework great perusing range gives reading signal edge which 

improves perusing firm quality and flexibility in RFID framework, format, and organization. 

test was restricted to stationary advancements since distant labels are required for the best of 

future RFID. New construction of UHF (RFID) tag which determines a analysis range of 4.6 

- 5.2 m [5]. 

Implementation of Hardware : 

The foremost working consists of Arduino UNO , RFID MFRC522 and ulra sonic 

sensor module. The RFID MFRC522 is used to transmit the signal as well as receive the 

signal coming from the tag. 

The Ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the accurate distance from reader to the tag in 

the centimetres and in inches. 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of Proposed System 

Graphical representation of proposed system is as follows :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Architecture : 

This Proposed system uses RFID Module which sends the radio signals from 

trasreciever and receive it back and became the channel through the message transmits. The 

reason behind choosing of RFID module is the feasibility. The feasibility of the network is 

much easy as compare to others.RFID MFRC522 module connected to the arduino. Arduino 

gets the Data into the HEX code coming from the Tag when the tag enters in the field of 

trasreciever. And the ultrasonic sensor connected to same arduino uno to detect the distance 

between the tag and the RFID transreciever. 

B. Module : 

Every system can be divided into number of modules for better understanding. In this 

proposed mechanism different modules are used are mentioned below. The key factor of this 

system is RFID module (Radio Frequency Identification System) which mainly used to 

communicate without losing the effectiveness.  

C. Components used : 

RFID Module:  

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a technology to record the presence of an 

object using radio signals. It is used for inventory control or timings sporting events. RFID 

isn't a swap for the bar-coding, however a supplement for inaccessible perusing of codes. The 

advancement is used for therefore recognizing an individual, a pack or a thing. To do this, it 

relies upon RFID marks. These are little transponders (joined radio recipient and transmitter) 

  

Fig. 2. Measurement of Distance over 

a different voltage level 

Fig. 3. Measurement of Distance over 

a different voltage level at different 

angle 
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that will convey character information over a short distance, when asked. The other piece to 

use RFID names is a RFID name peruser. Most RFID marks contain at any rate two areas. 

One is a planned circuit for taking care of and dealing with information, tweaking and de-

adjusting a radio repeat (RF) signal, and other specific limits. The second is a gathering 

mechanical assembly for tolerating and sending the sign. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig.4. RFID MFRC522 (Radio Frequency Identification System). 

Arduino:  

It is a planning circuit which gives precise and profoundly stable postponements of 

time or wavering. These kinds of ICs are modest in expense and solid. These IC's are utilized 

for a-steady, monostable just as bistable multivibrators as flip failures in advanced rationale 

circuits, voltage controllers, temperature controlled and estimation gadgets 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Arduino Uno R3 (ATmega328) 

Ultrasonic sensor module: 

An ultrasonic sensor is an electronic device that measures the distance of a target 

object by emitting ultrasonic sound waves, and converts the reflected sound into an electrical 

signal. Ultrasonic waves travel faster than the speed of audible sound (i.e. the sound that 

humans can hear). 
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Fig.6 Ultrasonic Sensor Module 

Conclusion : 

 The result contains the working of Descriptive study on Range of RFID Passive Tag , 

The proposed mechanism works properly and can be used as communication system over a 

preferred range ie. 6cm maximum (for MFRC522 Module). The efficiency, accuracy is 

highly reliable. 
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